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The Singularity of Gaussian Measures in Function Space
Abstract
In this note we give a tractable necessary and sufficient condition for mutual singularity which is concerned
only with the given covariance functions. The method of proof depends on a generalization, first obtained by
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nation thus permitted is thought to be especially conducive to the process of
directional selection and fixation of novel homozygous states (homoselection).
Such states might serve as the basis for the "genetic revolutions" underlying species
formation. 13
Summary.-New data are presented which indicate that two Nearctic species,
Drosophila robusta and D. americana, are structurally homozygous on their extreme
southern margins in central Florida. The same collecting sites are the apparent
northern margin of the Neotropical species, D. acutilabella, which is similarly
structurally homozygous. Like other species tending toward reduced poly-
morphism in Florida (D. euronotus, D. nigremelanica, and D. willistoni), the
more central areas of these species show high polymorphism. Structurally mono-
morphic populations, especially if small, marginal and inbred, are considered ideal
sites for species formation.
We are grateful to Mrs. M. S. Carson and Mr. S. Prakash for aid in collecting specimens, and
to Dr. H. D. Stalker for supplying wild-caught flies from his collections. Miss Mary Christine
Steiner and Mrs. Jean S. Russell rendered valuable technical assistance.
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THE SINGULARITY OF GAUSSIAN MEASURES IN FUNCTION SPACE
BY L. A. SHEPP
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INC., MURRAY HILL, NEW JERSEY
Communicated by John W. Tukey, June 29, 1964
A pair of Gaussian measures on the space of functions on an interval are either
mutually singular or equivalent.' This result has led to numerous attempts (see
ref. 7 for a rather complete listing of the lengthy literature) to obtain convenient
criteria for deciding between the two possibilities. As has been remarked in
reference 7, completely satisfactory necessary and sufficient conditions have not
yet been given.
In this note we give a tractable necessary and sufficient condition for mutual
singularity which is concerned only with the given covariance functions. The
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method of proof depends on a generalization, first obtained by Kraft,4 of a theorem of
Kakutani.3 We give a somewhat more general version of Kraft's theorem together
with a simpler proof.
The condition of mutual singularity for two measures is the more important one
from a statistical-philosophical viewpoint. In this case, a single sample path dis-
tinguishes the measures with almost certainty. The singular case does not seem to
arise in actual practice, however (see ref. 6).
This work, originally done independently, has considerable overlap with a recent
paper of C. R. Rao and V. S. Varadarajan.5 Both papers use similar methods and
rely on Kraft's theorem in proving their main theorems. The present treatment
applies to continuous parameter stochastic processes (rather than to the discrete
parameter case, as in ref. 5) and uses martingale methods throughout.
1. Statement of Results.-We shall be concerned with the function space a of all
functions X(t), 0 < t < T, with the a-field ( generated by the coordinate functions
(see ref. 1, p. 67). Given two real-valued, positive-definite functions po and p1 on
[0,T] X [O,T], we form the Gaussian measures uo and Ai induced on (B by po and
Pi, respectively (ref. 1, p. 72).
If 7r is a partition, 0 < ti < ... < t. < T, of [O,T], we form the matrices pot, P1T
by restricting po and el to ir X ir, i.e., piT(jk) = pi(tj;tk) for 1 < j, k < n, i = 0, 1.
Fix 0 < a < 1 throughout the paper and form the matrix sum pat = (1 - a)po +
apiT. The determinant of a matrix p is denoted pI. If there is a set A e 63 for
which go(A) = ,sI(O - A) = 0, we write Muo I jsu. We let
ra = IpowT1-aI pr a/ 1 (1)
THEOREM 1. (i) The numbers rat are between zero and one and decrease as the
partition or refines, i.e., ra"T < r.T" if Ti D 7r2.
(ii) Let ra = inf rat; r, = 0 if and only if /o0 1. .
(iii) If po and P1 are continuous, then iso 1 jol if and only if lim rjin = 0, where
7rn = I Tl,... ,Tn } and r, 72, ... is any sequence of distinct points which is dense in
[OT].
In the more general case with mean value functions uo and ul on [O,T] also given,
the solution is somewhat more difficult to handle since the criterion to be obtained
involves the inverse of a matrix. The Gaussian measures are introduced on (B in
the same way as in the special case uo = ui = 0, above. A solution to this problem
in the special case po = p1 was obtained earlier. We denote by uT the vector whose
jth component is ul(tj) - uo(tj), j = 1,2,. .. ,n, where 7r is the above partition.
THEOREM 1'. (i) The numbers sat = rat exp (- a (1 - a) (PaT) -1uTuT) are between
zero and one and decrease as the partition ir refines.
(ii) Let sa = inf Sat; Sa = 0 if and only if lo I Mi.
(iii) If po and pi are continuous, then iuo I gl if and only if lim = 0, where
in C 7r,+l, n = 1,2,..., is a sequence of expanding partitions which become dense in
[OT].
An immediate corollary of these statements is that ra = 0 implies sa = 0 since
the exponential term is bounded by unity. This has a simple intuitive interpreta-
tion.
2. Proofs of the Assertions.-Let Q be a set and 63T be a u-field of subsets of Q,
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ir e P, where P is a directed set. Suppose that Age C 63,2 whenever 7ri, < 7r2
Let (B be the smallest a-field containing each of (Br3, r e P. Suppose further that
Ito and ,l are probability measures on 63 and define the restrictions of these measures
to (63 by
Aor= oleot, 'i = $i1Al, r E P. (2.1)
Letting j = IAO + jti, we have ,uf < j, Air < A, i = 0, 1. We denote the Radon-
Nikodym derivatives do0/dA and djs/dA by Xo and X1, respectively, and we let
Xi' = EGTXi, i = 0,1, denote the conditional expectation of Xi with respect to 63(.
We have Xi' = di'T/dA, i = 0,1, almost everywhere with respect to ,u. We set, for
0 < a < 1,
rat = f,(XOr)a(Xlr)i-adA} 2 (2.2)
and note that , could have been taken here as any measure dominating go and Al.
THEOREM (Kraft). (i) The numbers rat are between zero and one and decrease as ir
increases, i.e., raT1 < ra." if 7r >_72.
(ii) Let ra = infrat; = if and only if Lo I jl.
To prove the theorem we note that {XiT, 7r ePI are martingale nets i = 0,1,
and by a theorem of Helms2 we obtain easily that Xi' converges to Xi, i = 0,1, in
L'(is). It follows from the fact that dltsi/dA < 1 almost everywhere (A) i = 0,1,
that
V/ra = f )(do/d)a(d,.tl/dA)l-adi (2.3)
which is zero if and only if (d/Ao/dA) (dul/dA) = 0 almost everywhere (,u). Since
this occurs if and only if Ao 1 Ai, we have proved (ii).
To prove (i) we note that g(xo,xi) = xo0xl-a', xo > 0, xi > 0 is a concave function.
By Jensen's inequality for conditional expectations we have, for 7r, > r2,
E(B'g(XoT2,X') 2 g(Ea'XOV2, EemXl72) = g(XO71,X,1r). (2.4)
Taking expectations of both sides and squaring, we obtain
rae > ra, * (2.5)
It is an immediate consequence of H6lder's inequality that rt < 1. This com-
pletes the proof.
3. Evaluation of rat for Gaussian Measures.-We now specialize P as the
directed set of partitions of [0,T], and suppose that (B6 is the a-field induced by
the coordinate functions X(t) for t e 7r. It is easy to see that we may write
f (XoT)a(Xj7) -ad~j = N d ') d517 (3.1)
if Aot < jil' which is the case if p1i is positive-definite. Transferring this integration
to Euclidean space, we obtain
f . .. f(po'(xl,. .. ,xn))a(pl(x1, . xn)) I --dxl ... dxn (3.2)
px)2r2/21
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where x = (xi,... ,xj) and w has n elements. Standard integration formulas and
some slight manipulations give
ra = |Ip||/| PaI- (3.3)
This proves (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. To obtain the corresponding results for
Theorem 1', pT(x) becomes
(27r)-nI2IpiT-J/2 exp - ((P")-'(x - uT),(x - UT)). (3.4)
We employ a straightforward calculation, completing the square, and the easily
established identity
apo' - apo-'(apo-' + (1 - a)pi-1)-1apo-1 = a(l - a)((1 - cz)po + api)-1. (3.5)
This reduces the square of the integral in (3.2) to the required form, i.e.,
a = raI exp - a(l - a)((apo' + (1 - a)piT>1'u,uX). (3.6)
We turn now to the proof of the last part of the theorems. Suppose that t2,t,...
is an infinite sequence of distinct points dense in [O,T] and that po and pi are con-
tinuous on [O,T] X [O,T]. In applications one might take the t sequence as the
binary points of the interval. We shall show that (B may be replaced by the sub-
a-field (Bo generated by the coordinate functions X(tn), n = 1,2,.... If t is any
point in [O,T], there is a subsequence n' for which tn.-- t. By the continuity of
po and Pi, X(tn') -- X(t) in the mean topology relative to ju= u1o + Ai. Passing to a
further subsequence n", we obtain X(t,'1,,) X(t) almost everywhere (,u). It follows
that X(t) is almost everywhere, with respect to both jto and Mui, equal to a function
measurable (3o. Further, to every set B e (B there is a set Bo e (Bo for which (Mo + MI)
(Bo0B) = 0. This means that Mou1 ul relative to (Bo is the same as Muo 1 Mi relative
to (B. The proof is now complete since the sequence rat" > rrtn+, n = 1,2,...
decreases to zero if and only if Muo I Ii on 63o. This is merely the special case of
Kraft's theorem where P is a linearly ordered set in which case one could apply the
usual martingale theorem.
The author is indebted to David Slepian for help and encouragement. He has also benefited
from discussions with S. P. Lloyd.
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